As the summer of 1996 turned into fall, my weight crept up to almost 210 lbs. I once again made a concerted effort to be more consistent in my bike riding. For a few weeks, I pushed myself to ride 5-6 days week just like I used to... But just like earlier that summer, bike riding just didn't seem fun anymore. It was clearly much harder than it should be. Was there something wrong with my body or was it just because of the extra weight? I just didn't know...

But I was diverted from my frustration with my fitness when I met a woman who seemed like she might be the partner I had been longing for since my divorce in 1993. We had a lot in common. She sang in her church choir and I sang in mine. She was also into fitness and I loved how we could just simply enjoy being together and talking for hours... 

We both wanted to be cautious and not move too quickly. We agreed that the best thing to do was focus on building a healthy friendship first and to put sex on the backburner. I was surprised how easy that was for me! Then I realized that I just didn't have the same strong sex drive I used to have. I figured that maybe that was just normal when you got older, even though I was only 41. Our friendship quickly blossomed into romance and when we went camping together with my long-time friends that October, I started to believe that maybe I had finally found the woman I would share my life with...

But it was only a matter of weeks later that I found myself hurting deeper than I had in years. For some reason that I never learned, she ended what seemed like such a magical relationship. I was crushed. Once again, I had loved and lost... But it had felt good to love and feel loved. Besides, with my positive outlook and coping skills, I was sure I could weather this storm and move on with my life quickly. 

But I was stunned by how hard the breakup hit me. My emotional upset descended surprisingly into depression and my physical energy was absolutely drained. It seemed like such a severe overreaction, especially for me. It just didn't make sense... I felt so overwhelmed and discouraged but I decided to just escape into the diversions of the holiday season...the parties, the food and the drinks...telling myself that things would be better after the new year...

